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CommSec Options Report: 21 Oct 2015 

Recap of September’s options strategy; Possible options rolling strategy 

 

The purpose of this note is to update you on the strategy we put forward around NAB in early September. We 

thought it worthwhile having a recap to not only highlight how effective certain ETO strategies can be to enhance 

the return on equity investments, but to also put forward a couple of ideas as to what to potential Option 

strategies/rolls could be done from here if you are a long term holder of NAB given October expiry is fast 

approaching and NAB is due to go Ex-Dividend in the upcoming few weeks. 

The strategy example inputs we looked at in September were: 

Buy NAB stock @ $ 30.76 

Sell an October Strangle Oct 2916puts @ $0.90 and Oct 3212 calls @ $0.84 receiving combined premium of $1.74 

The strategy as we stated at the time is most suited to the sophisticated investor with a higher risk tolerance and is 

designed to take advantage of market events that cause an increase in volatility which in turn causes higher ETO 

prices. 

The result so far as at time of writing October 21, 2015 

NAB = $31.42.  

October 2916put = $0.09 

October 3212call = $0.23 

If we were to close out all positions at these closing prices our overall gain would be $0.66 on the shares and $1.42 

on the premium received.  A total gain of $2.08 or approx. 6.8% over a period of ~ 7 weeks before we include 

costs/brokerage 

As you can see by adding the ETO strategy around the shareholding we have enhanced the return substantially 

rather than if we had just held the shares alone.  

Clearly this has been a great result in theory, however we would like to remind you that the point of these notes is 

not to recommend “actual” trading strategies, but to show you examples of how ETO strategies can work to 

enhance income/protect capital/ enact a trading strategy using a “live” example that we think is topical. Obviously 

this example strategy can be used on any stock that has ETO’s attached however your individual circumstances 

should always be taken into consideration so please ensure that you consult your financial adviser before entering 

such a strategy given the risks involved. 

Where to from here for the above example if you wanted to keep your NAB holding and not close the entire trade? 

Clearly this depends on your view/circumstance but a couple of ideas below may suit. 
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Idea 1: If wishing to hold the stock and employ the same strategy you could look to roll to the Dec expiry to take 

advantage of still relatively high ETO prices (volatility has recently fallen as the market consolidates from events in 

August/ September) and receive the dividend as well as long as NAB does to rally well in excess of the Call Strike 

before it goes Ex Dividend resulting in the call being exercised.  

We would suggest rolling to the following strikes.  

NAB Dec 2916 put and Dec 3262 Call.   

Using midpoint pricing with NAB trading at $31.42 we derive a price of ~77c for the put and ~40c for the call. Total 

premium received of ~$1.17.  

Please find returns as per IRESS Buy Write Calculator below. Please note that we combine both premiums to 

calculate the return and further given NAB goes Ex Dividend before Dec Expiry that the protection level is calculated 

using the Cum Dividend Price (Today’s Price) 

 

SOURCE: IRESS 
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Idea 2:  Roll the call only and close out the put taking away the further downside risk created by the short put. Again 

we would suggest the Dec 3262call receiving ~40c.  

 

SOURCE: IRESS 

Bank Reporting & Ex-dividend dates coming up over the next few weeks 
NAB 

  FY Results announcement – 28 October 2015 

 Ex-dividend date for final dividend - 5 November 
ANZ  

 FY Results announcement – 29 October 2015 

 Ex-dividend date for final dividend – 6 November 2015 
WBC 

 FY Results announcement – 2 November 2015 

 Ex-dividend date for final dividend – 11 November 2015 

 

Upcoming expiry dates 

Individual Equity Derivatives:  29/10/15    Index Options:  19/11/15 


